
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Grade 11                               Citizenship Education - II                         Two hours. 

 
Instructions :  

 First question is compulsory 

 Answer another four questions  

 Total number of questions to answer is five. 
 
 
 

01. i. Mention two problems of Direct Democracy. 

ii. Name two states having Unitary Government. 

iii. Write the names of two nations arrived in Sri Lanka as traders. 

 iv. Write the two techniques employed in Production. 

v. Name the two main divisions among International conflicts. 

 vi. Mention the two ways of laws exercising in Sri Lanka. 

vii. State the two Provincial administrative units had in the past except central administration. 

viii. Give two civil responsibilities connected with rights. 

ix. Mention two natural ways of Air pollution. 

 x. Write two qualities of a mediator. 

 

02. i. Write two services performed by free Media. 

 ii. Name three districts belong to central Province. 

iii. Mention three basic characteristics of a state and describe briefly. 

 

03. i.  State two characteristics of Liberal Market economy implemented at present. 

ii. Give three factors influence Sri Lanka, for the existence of Multi – cultural society. 

iii.  "Sri Lanka is a Multi – cultural country" prove you answer briefly describing two communities. 

 

04. i. Name two Local Government bodies. 

 ii. Give three reasons for decentralizing power in Modern states. 

iii. Explain three features found in the federal type of Government.  

 

05. i. Mention two reforms of the constitution, came into exercise after Colebrook. 

ii. Name the three basic features of Donoughmore Reforms.  

iii. Describe briefly three new aspects introduced under the 1978 constitution. 

 

06. i. Physical Environment damage due to Natural causes in the environment mention two such 

   harmful effects. 

 ii. Name two effects of destroying social environment. 

iii. Give three solutions for the problems encounted describe briefly. 

 

07. i. Name two main currencies used in the International trade.  

 ii. Write three ways of receiving foreign aids to Sri Lanka. 

iii. Give three factors contributed to develop International relations. 

 


